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In such circumstances flatulence is a common and dangerous
malady among camels, to cure which the Arabs resort to a
curious device. They sew up the anal orifice or plaster it over
with a dough of camel-dung, and then tie down the tail,
fastening it to the saddle with a cord passed under its belly
and between the legs, so as to prevent the emission of wind.
Shala, the camel which had been confined the previous day,
had been treated thus during the night and looked comically
uncomfortable enough in all conscience, but my companions
had no doubt that she would not have been able to march at
all without such attention.
The cool south wind of the morning gradually freshened
to a steady, strong blow arid the sand drifted over the
landscape in sheets, entirely obliterating the route of the
advance-party. They had however taken warning from the
experience from the previous day and had set up beacons of
Abal branches on the dune-tops at intervals along their path.
The glare from the sand was rather trying during this march
and it seemed to me that the whole country around us was in
movement attuned to the wind. It is long indeed, said the
homesick townsman 'Abdul Rahman, since we saw a real
mist. For weeks and months we haye seen nought but this
blowing sand. No country is this of the Muslimin, nor yet the
country of the infidel—just the Empty Quarter !
Shortly before halting for our pre-noon break we had
passed by a group of three exposed rock-patches on our left
hand, one of which was depressed in the centre to a small
crater-like hollow, half filled with sand.   It was possibly an
ancient well, long buried and forgotten, but we did not stop
to investigate it closely and merely contented ourselves with
giving it a name—Bir Hawaya—to commemorate our con-
jecture regarding it.   The Abal bushes about our camping
place seemed to be full of caterpillars, and later on I caught a /
dragonfly, but still the general aspect of the country was
bare and dreary.  We continued our march over a wide gently
rolling plain with scattered dunes of some height and occas-
ional low ridges.   Afar off we caught sight of our baggage-l
camels ahead though it was barely noon.    They were •
obviously labouring and a little later we saw them halted \

